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EVENT SUMMARY
At 9:00 AM sharp on January 26th, students began filing into the B1
Level of SEH for the Second Annual George Hacks Medical Solutions
Hackathon. Undergraduates signed up for the promise of an intellectual
challenge, a chance to showcase their skills, and of course, free food. This
year, 80+ students divided into 20 teams to tackle real-world challenges
from an expanded network of healthcare organizations. George Hacks
partnered with the Veterans Health Administration and collaborated with
Quality of Life Plus, OpenEMR, GW Hospital, and others who brought to us
problems ranging from prosthetic modification, on-campus food insecurity,
veteran health care, healthcare access, and more. Teams presented their
solutions in two rounds of judging, one round for technical qualifications
and the other to evaluate the product in its intended market. The students
exceeded expectations, making the event an absolute success, showcasing
George Hacks’ mission of healthcare innovation for social impact.
~ The George Hacks Team
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SCHEDULE
January 26th

January 27th

09:00 – Registration Grab your gear, some
coffee & a light breakfast!
SEH B1

00:00 – Midnight Snack & Energy Drink

10:00 – Opening Ceremonies & Pitches
Lehman Auditorium (SEH B1)

08:00 – How to Pitch Your Idea workshop
SEH 1st Floor Studio Labs (Room 1450)

11:00 – Team & Pitch Selection
Lehman Auditorium and SEH B1

08:30 – Breakfast; thanks to Panera!

07:30 – Peet’s Coffee & Light Snack

11:00 – HACKING ENDS!
12:00 – HACKING COMMENCES!
SEH B1

11:00 – Demo Round Judging Begins
SEH B1

13:00 – VHA Human Centered Design
Workshop
SEH 1st Floor Studio Labs (Room 1450)

12:00 – Lunch; thanks to Chipotle!

13:30 – Lunch; thanks to Tonic!

13:30 – Pitch Round Judging Begins
Lehman Auditorium (SEH B1)

14:00 – Mentor Group 1 Begins

15:00 – Pitch Round Judging Ends

16:00 – Arduino Workshop
SEH 1st Floor Studio Labs (Room 1450)

15:30 – Awards & Closing Ceremony
Lehman Auditorium (SEH B1)

17:00 – Mentor Group 2 Begins

16:00 – Wrap Up & End of Event

18:00 – Dinner; thanks to Tasty Kabob!
22:00 – Special Activity & Light Snack
23:00 – CAD Workshop
SEH 1st Floor Studio Labs (Room 1450)
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OUR TEAM
Caitlyn Pratt | Director
A sophomore studying biomedical engineering, Caitlyn is has interned
with Houston Methodist on orthopedic biomechanics research and
currently tests conformal electronic devices in Dr. Igor Efimov’s
Cardiovascular Engineering lab. She’s our team’s enthusiast for
innovation in aging and accessibility and is an avid member of the
November Project DC running community. A founding member of the
George Hacks Innovators in Action program, Caitlyn’s team competed
at VCU Health Hacks and went on to place third at the Pitch George
Competition.

Brianna Cathey | Technical Director
Brianna is an original founder of George Hacks who serves as our
Technical Director. A senior studying biomedical engineering,
Brianna’s work in Dr. Efimov’s lab resulted in the recent acceptance
of her research paper to Nature Scientific Reports. She also serves as
a teaching assistant in the BME department and volunteers at a local
health clinic as an HIV tester. As a Texas native, she hopes to return
home to attend medical school.

Konstantin Mitic | Cofounder
Meet the original brain behind George Hacks, Konstantin Mitic!
Hailing from Serbia, a graduate of the GW Biomedical Engineering
Department and a former rower, Konstantin continues to direct the
mission of our organization. An innovative visionary, Konstantin
currently works as a fellow at the GW Innovation Center while
pursuing a Master in Biomedical Engineering.
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Erin Flynn | Operations Manager
A junior studying mechanical engineering, Erin has worked with
Medtronic on medical device design and manufacturing, leads a
Women in STEM engagement project at the GWIC, and was recently
one of GW’s delegates to the national SWE and Grace Hopper
conferences. Hailing from Danvers, MA just outside of Boston, she’s
the best skier on our team and a caffeine connoisseur.

Logan Bartholomew | Content Developer
Logan is the George Hacks content developer and graphic designer. A
junior studying Biochemistry, he researches anti|infective drug design
and delivery in Dr. Cynthia Dowd’s lab. Apart from George Hacks, he
works on the publication of an annual undergraduate research journal
with the GWUR and is a part of the GW Innovation Center.

Eve Wellish | Director of Outreach
Eve is passionate about gathering ideas and being creative. She’s an
urban studies major with a focus on Real Estate and Geography. Eve
created pop-up hackathons as a way to make hackathons more
accessible to students. Apart from George Hacks, Eve enjoys a good
yoga session and loves to craft.

Michael Ready | Cofounder
Michael is an original cofounder of George Hacks who has been on the
team since early last year. He has a passion for catalyzing innovation at
GW and is very excited to see how the organization grows after he
graduates. As a senior studying Economics & International affairs, he
hopes to bring in a different perspective to fuel interdisciplinary
problem solving.
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KEYNOTE SPEAKERS
Ryan Vega, MD, MSHA
Director; VHA Innovation Ecosystem, Veterans Health Administration.
Dr. Ryan Vega is a practicing academic hospitalist and currently serves as the
Director of the Diffusion of Excellence, overseeing a national initiative aimed
at identifying, diffusing and sustaining best practices across the enterprise.
Prior to this role, he served as Chief of Quality for the Richmond VA Medical
Center and as the Liaison for Institutional-Housestaff Quality and Safety
Initiatives at the VCU Health System.
Dr. Vega received his medical degree from Louisiana State University in 2011
and completed his residency training in internal Medicine at the VCU Health System in 2014. He then
served as a Chief Medical Resident with the VCU Health System and as the VA Chief Resident for Quality
and Safety at the Richmond VA Medical Center from 2014 to 2015. He is a graduate of the
Intermountain Advanced Training Program in Healthcare Quality & Research and completed his Master
of Science in Health Administration from VCU as an A.D. Williams Scholar.
Dr. Vega has led multiple quality improvement initiatives and mentored several other QI teams,
including prior VA Chief Residents for Quality and Safety. He speaks regularly on the diffusion of
innovation and best practices in healthcare, high reliability and continuous quality improvement, and
the impact of communication errors on patient safety.
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Mark P. Dandin, PhD
CEO and Technology Entrepreneur; Kiskeya Microsystems
Dr. Dandin is an Adjunct Professor in Electrical Engineering at the George
Washington University, where he teaches graduate-level courses in mixedsignal VLSI Design and RF integrated circuit design. He has nearly 15 years of
experience in developing CMOS-based photon-counting systems and in
developing microsystems for interfacing biological specimen with CMOS
biosensors. In addition to his technical and academic experience, he is an
established intellectual property professional, having for over 6 years prepared
and successfully prosecuted patent applications on behalf several Fortune 500
Companies.
Dr. Dandin was the recipient of the 2008 Fischell Fellowship in Biomedical Engineering and the recipient
of the 2011 inaugural Jimmy H. C. Lin Award for Entrepreneurship. In 2017, he was elevated to Senior
Member of the IEEE. Dr. Dandin’s recent professional service included serving on the Industrial Board of
the 2017 IEEE International Symposium on Circuits and Systems Conference (ISCAS 2017) and serving as
the Secretary of the IEEE Circuits and Systems (CAS) chapter of the Washington D.C., Northern Virginia,
and Maryland regions. Furthermore, he has served as a technical reviewer for several IEEE journals on
sensors, solid state devices, and photonic devices. Dr. Dandin is an inventor on several patents and
patent applications on single-photon avalanche diodes assigned to Kiskeya Microsystems. He has
contributed to over 30 archival publications. Dr. Dandin earned the PhD degree in Bioengineering in
2012, the MS and BS degrees in Electrical Engineering, in 2007 and 2004, respectively, all from the
University of Maryland, College Park.
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WINNERS
Best Overall: We’re Working on It
Pitch: Adapting prosthetics for uneven terrain, provided by QL+

Challenge: U.S. Marine Veteran and double-leg amputee, Rob Jones, wishes to hike outdoors
and needs his prosthetics to better be able to adapt to uneven and changing terrain so that he
doesn’t fall.
Solution: This team proposed a mechanical ankle attachment to Rob Jones's current X3
Ottobock prosthetic to allow him to better walk on uneven and inclined terrain. The specialized
knee joint on the current Ottobock prosthetic makes it effective for forward and backwards
movements; however, with uneven terrain, incline, and forward momentum in the mix, Jones
finds it difficult to keep his balance. The mechanical ankle attachment consists of a hydraulic
system that dampens forward momentum with a push back to provide bilateral above the knee
amputees with better balance and stability on sloped, uneven terrain.

From left to right: Sydney Bailes (BME), Camille Daszynski (BME), Mateusz
Gierdalski (BME), Jared Kern (MAE)
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Solidworks Rendering of 3D-printed prototype.

Best Demo: Prosthetic Leg Holder for Handcycle
Pitch: Prosthetic Leg Holder for Handcycle, provided by Quality of Life Plus
Challenge: U.S. Army Veteran Rosemary Salak goes for long distance rides on her handcycle and
needs a way to conveniently store her prosthetic leg, which she removes for riding because it
gets in the way of the front wheels when turning. She needs a way to attach the prosthetic leg
to the hand cycle in a secure fashion that does not get in the way of operating the handcycle
and includes an option for rain protection to protect the electronic portion of the leg. She
should be able to attach it and remove it easily by herself.
Solution: This team designed and built a lightweight, waterproof, and portable storage
container that can be strapped on and off the back of handcycles easily. It can hold and protect
prosthetics of irregular shapes from the rain and can warn other vehicles and pedestrians of the
user's presence with reflective material. The solution provides the ability for Rosemary and
other amputees to incorporate handcycling into their everyday routines and enjoy long distance
rides without worry.

From left to right: Rosemary Salak (U.S. Army Veteran), Elias Ross Trupin
(Anthropology), Shubham Gupta (BME), Elizabeth Fischer (BME), Emily
Cheung (BME)
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Prosthetic Leg holder built onto back of
handcycle

Best Solution Pitch: Bioelectrics
Pitch: Adapting prosthetics for uneven terrain, provided by Quality of Life Plus
Challenge: U.S. Marine Veteran and double-leg amputee, Rob Jones, wishes to hike outdoors
and needs his prosthetics to better be able to adapt to uneven and changing terrain so that he
doesn’t fall.
Solution: This team named their product “Hiking without Limits: Variable Leg Extension
Prosthesis for Double Amputee Hikers.” Current technology does not adjust shin length to
uneven terrains of hiking environment, but their device does. It will also be compatible with
existing prosthesis and be controlled with commercial hiking sticks via Bluetooth.

From left to right: Matt Taylor (ECE), Ji-Eun Kim (BME), Karen Rius (BME),
Lujain Al-Khawi (BME)

Hand-held device prototype
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Featured mechanism of device

Best Demo Runner-Up: Avengineers
Pitch: ‘Getting Up’ alert for geriatric patients, provided by Christina Prather, MD (GW Hospital)
Challenge: An alert system that is attachable to a bed is needed to notify caregivers when a
geriatric patient is trying to get out of bed. The current alert system often gives false alarms and
calls attention for no reason. The solution needs to be out of the way of the patient and the
patient should not be able to manipulate it.
Solution: This team’s solution has a three-level movement detection system using ultrasonic
sensors, pressure sensors, and an accelerometer to detect and classify patient movement as
low, medium, or high risk for a fall. The solution will eventually be integrated with pre-existing
communication software to alert caregivers via a direct text notification, in addition to light and
sound alerts. The solution has high sensitivity and specificity and was commended by medical
professionals for its versatility and potential applications to other problems as well.

From left to right: Shirali Nigam (BME), Bianca Karpinecz (BME),
Jillian McGough (BME), Trish Mikolajczyk (BME)
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Assembled circuit with LEDs

JUDGES
Christina Dzingala

is a creative, resourceful change agent specializing in

transforming brands and organizations for sustainability in the digital age.
Christina is passionate about using mobile technology and social media to
facilitate education and support small and local business growth. Her career
background integrates over 20 years of experience in communication and
marketing, software design and implementation, and sustainability
management across business, healthcare, government, and not-for-profit
sectors. She is active in local technology professional organizations and leads
the User Experience of Washington, DC (UXDC) Meetup. Christina earned a
MTA in Sustainable Tourism Management and Technology, from George Washington University School
of Business, MA in Public Communication Management from American University, and a BA in
Environmental Policy from Syracuse University. She holds Project Management Professional (PMP),
Certified ScrumMaster (CSM), Certified Scrum Professional (CSP), and Lean Six Sigma Black Belt (LBBP)
certifications.

Bill Edison, PhD

has earned an MS and DSc in Computer Science from

GWU. He has worked for Lockheed Martin doing large system development,
systems engineering, and architecture, mostly serving as Chief Architect in later
years and retiring in 2012 as a Senior Fellow. Since retirement he has done a bit
of consulting. A couple of the areas where Bill has consulted were in
healthcare, primarily health records creation and management, in one case
using large scale voice recognition to text systems. He has also worked with the
same company in obtaining various accreditations in accord with the regulatory
requirements regarding privacy, security, availability, confidentiality, etc. for
healthcare related systems.

Susannah Fox advises companies and organizations on how to navigate the
intersection of health and technology. She is the former chief technology officer
for the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, where she led an open
data and innovation lab that created opportunities for entrepreneurship across
the HHS workforce. Previously she was the entrepreneur-in-residence at the
Robert Wood Johnson Foundation and an associate director of the Internet
Project at the Pew Research Center.She serves on the board of directors of
Cambia Health Solutions and on advisory committees for Before Brands, Atlas of
Caregiving, and the Lemelson Center for the Study of Invention and Innovation
at Smithsonian Institution.
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Mustafa Ibrahim

is a GW alumnus and graduate of SEAS. He obtained a

Master of Engineering in Cybersecurity Policy and Compliance. Mustafa is a
Certified Ethical Hacker and Certified Network Defense Architect from EC council,
also, professionally he works as Government contractor with the Department of
Defense and the Department of Homeland Security Agencies as he is a Cyber
Security Incident and SOC support professional.

Huma Imdad is a highly organized and committed professional with an everdeepening knowledge of social impacts, entrepreneurship, protection and a
passion for human rights. Huma joined Halcyon House to continue to build
connections with a robust network of amazing individuals throughout her time at
Halcyon. Prior to joining the Halcyon team, Huma was working on UNWFP and
UNODC projects, fighting for zero hunger and the end of drug addiction. Huma
also helps street children to receive quality education through initiatives that
offer quality solutions to illiteracy and unemployment. An experienced
entrepreneur, she co-founded Educate Pakistan, Muzh Studios, and Zhaagh
Business Solutions, all ventures she remains passionate about.

Rodney Lake

is a Teaching Instructor of Finance, the Deputy Chair of the

Department of Finance, the Director of the GW Investment Institute, and a GW
Faculty Member in Residence at the George Washington University School of
Business. Mr. Lake teaches graduate and undergraduate investment courses,
where students manage real capital. To date, the Assets Under Management
(AUM) across the GW Investment Institute’s student funds are approximately
$5.2 million. As the deputy chair of the Department of Finance, Mr. Lake assist
the chair of the Department of Finance with administrative tasks on classes
and ways to enhance the student experience. Additionally, Mr. Lake is the
director of the GW Investment Institute, where he raises capital for the GW student investment funds
portfolio and manages employees of the institute on a daily basis. Mr. Lake has also served as a mentorin-residence supported by the GW Office of Innovation and Entrepreneurship. Instructor Lake provides
guidance, coaching, support and connections to students with a goal to enhance entrepreneurship at
GW.
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Lex McCusker, PhD

is the Director of the Student Entrepreneurship

Programs at George Washington University, where he also directs the GW
New Venture Competition. He is also the Principal Investigator (PI) for the

NSF I-Corps Site Program at GW, AccelerateGW. He came to GW from
School of Business at Stevens Institute of Technology in Hoboken, NJ, where
he served as Dean from 2006 through 2009. Prior to joining Stevens Institute,
Dr. McCusker worked for 23 years at AT&T and Bell Laboratories in the areas
of software development, professional technology services, technology
licensing and intrapreneurship. Lex holds a doctorate in Experimental Psychology from The University of
Texas at Austin and a bachelor’s degree in Psychology from Dartmouth College.

Joel Myklebust, PhD tenure at the National Institute on Disability and
Rehabilitation Research (NIDRR) and at the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration (FDA), I have had a significant role in managing and
restructuring major research programs, developing and implementing
systems and processes for evaluation and accountability, improved budget
planning and execution, and overseeing strategic planning.

Dick Norman

received a Bachelor of Science degree in Electrical

Engineering from Drexel University, followed by a Master of Science in
Engineering degree and a Master of Engineering Administration degree, both
from The George Washington University School of Engineering and Applied
Science. He worked at the National Security Agency for 38 years in a variety
of technical and managerial assignments, after which he was employed in the
private sector for 14 more years. His experience includes cybersecurity and
its predecessor disciplines, and he has managed numerous successful
engineering projects over his career.

Charles Polinger is a graduate mechanical engineer, with a BSME from
Maryland University. He received his MS in Engineering Management
(Engineering Administration, EAd) from the George Washington University.
Mr. Polinger had a rewarding 34-year career with the US Government's
General Services Administration as a senior property manager, responsible
for management of numerous Federal properties, as well as leasing, in the
DC Metro area. Mr. Polinger is a registered PE and is also a member of
several national property management organizations. He currently serves on
several community associations and boards.
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Matt Rosenfeld

recently graduated from the University of Maryland,

College Park, with a B.S. in electrical engineering and a minor in computer
science. Today, he works as a developer at CVP, a business and technology
consulting firm that specializes in clients in the healthcare industry. Matthew
has previously participated in a Bitcamp hackathon during his time at UMD,
but he is excited to be here today for his first time on the judges’ panel.

Ruma Samdani

is an innovator that drives change by applying design

thinking principles to business challenges. Her expertise is a trifecta of
business innovation, digital transformation and change expertise. Ruma’s
early career was in Organizational Development and Human Resources
leadership in the Middle East. She then transitioned to USA leading large
scale digital transformations and change leadership for clients in different
industries. For the past 6 yrs she has developed innovation frameworks and
design thinking, most recently at the AARP, America's largest nonprofit.

Nalini Singh, MD

Nalini Singh, MD, MPH is Professor Emeritus in

Residence, Department of Pediatrics at George Washington University. She
is Professor of Epidemiology and Global Health in the School of Public
Health, GWU. Dr. Singh has worked for over three decades in infectious
diseases and infection prevention, including as Chair of the Division of
Pediatric Infectious Diseases at Children’s National for twelve years (July
2000 to June 2012). Dr. Singh is a consultant to the U.S. Center for Disease
Control and Prevention and the United Nations (World Health Organisation
and Pan American Health Organization).

Lily Sooklal

Lily Sooklal is a R&D Systems Engineer who designs and

creates medical devices for BD Diagnostic Systems in Sparks, MD. She
studied bioengineering at the University of Maryland and was an organizer
for Bitcamp and a founding director of Technica. Lily enjoys mentoring
students at hackathons and helping students navigate the complexities of
designing a medical product in a highly regulated environment.
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Scott Stein

Scott Stein is a social entrepreneur, social impact director,

and UX designer with more than a decade of experience and achievement
with strategic management, product and service innovation, fund
development, and marketing in the social enterprise, political, for-profit, and
nonprofit sectors. Formerly, he was the National Director of Social
Enterprise Development at Main Street Alliance and shaped MSA's future
through sparking, identifying, and testing scalable civic venture
opportunities to build financially sustainable growth strategies. Additionally,
Scott has focused on bringing innovative approaches and design thinking to
tackle challenges for Ben and Jerry's and state governments to create
innovative solutions to challenges ranging from youth homelessness to
poverty.

Howard Tischler

Howard Tischler is the co-founder and CEO of

EverSafe, a technology service focused on protecting the financial health of
seniors and their families from fraud, theft, and age-related issues. A
veteran entrepreneur, with experience in business and technology, Howard
brings a blend of expertise in financial services, risk management and data
analytics to EverSafe. He has founded several companies, including Intelus
Corporation (electronic medical records), Credit Online (an automotive
financial exchange) and Enfocel (financial services lead generation).

Jason Zara, PhD

Professor Jason Zara has worked for 18 years in the

development of novel imaging instrumentation and software to approach
the detection and evaluation of epithelial cancers, epilepsy, and other
human diseases. In 2006, Professor Zara received the Wallace H. Coulter
Foundation Early Career Translational Research Award for his work in
microfabricated OCT scanners. He holds seven U.S. patents and previously
founded two start-up companies, including a GW spin-off, Lumacoustic
Systems, LLC.
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MENTORS
Shahrokh Ahmadi, PhD
Professor Shahrokh Ahmadi's research interests are in low power and low noise
microelectronics systems, sensors and systems on chips. He is active in developing
low power, and low noise VLSI devices such as ADCs, Sigma Delta converters, and
active inductors. Professor Ahmadi is also active in applications of RFID and SAW
sensors in automation and sensor networks.

Amir Aslani, PhD
Professor Amir Aslani’s primary research interests are in the areas of
electromagnetics and nanotechnology. Current research spans magnetic materials
and nanoparticles, magnetic devices, MEMS/NEMS, magnetic refrigeration, and
magneto-optical Kerr effect (MOKE).

Dor Hirsh Bar Gai, BS / BA / MS
Dor, originally from Israel, is a second-year fellow pursuing a MS in Environmental
and Energy Management. Dor graduated with a Bachelor of Science degree in
systems engineering and a Bachelor of Arts degree in philosophy in 2016. As an
undergraduate he focused his studies on sustainable infrastructure, urban food
systems, and sustainability. Dor's previous placement was with SEAS
undergraduate advising office working on academic and sustainability related
projects. This year he is placed in the Division of Operations where he will work on
campus development projects.
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Davis Becker
Davis Becker is implementing the VHA Innovation Ecosystem program at the San
Diego VA Healthcare System. In his role as the Innovation Specialist, he promotes
and guides the development and adoption of Veteran-focused innovations,
strengthens partnerships by aligning resources and activities with other VA
programs and provides guidance on human-centered design, lean, and agile
principles to VHA employees working to develop and expand innovative solutions
in Veteran healthcare. A veteran himself, Davis had prototyped and operationalized
life-saving procedural tools and modifications to robotic platforms while serving as
an Air Force Explosive Ordnance Disposal technician.

Joyce Boyd, DNP, APRN, RN
Dr. Joyce Boyd, DNP, AGNP-C completed her Doctor of Nursing Practice at George
Mason University in 2017. Having an engineering education and 18 years’
experience as a Systems Engineer she was able to demonstrate customization of
OpenEMR for Free Clinics her faculty run in Northern VA and develop a training
EMR for the Nursing School. She currently enjoys working as a Nurse Practitioner
in the Neurology Department at the DC Veterans Affairs Medical Hospital.

Seth Campbell
Seth Campbell is the Prevention Facilitator at Rockbridge Area CSB. He currently
leads the Prevention Coalition comprised of 160 individuals representing multiple
sectors of the community including the public school system, law enforcement,
public/private health care, Chamber of Commerce and the Youth Coalition
"SiRPHA" (Students in Rockbridge Promoting Healthy Alternatives) which
together strive to eliminate underage drinking, drug use and suicide through a
variety of methods. Seth is also the Founder and Director of The Prevention
Forum, a free community conference educating and equipping
Parents/Guardians, Teachers, Community leaders on the current trends of
substance use, how to approach conversations, recognize behaviors and
symptoms and prevent use. Seth resides in Lexington, VA with his wife Whitney.

Brynn Cole
A VHA employee of over 10 years, Brynn is thrilled to be currently serving as
Programming Lead for the VHA Innovators Network. In this role, Brynn’s primary
focus is coordinating training and events, managing alumni relationships,
facilitating the annual Innovation Accelerator program, identifying and fulfilling
training needs for both Innovation Specialists and Investees, and establishing
external industry and academic partnerships.
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Robert Down, BSN, RN
Robert Down is a registered nurse in Orlando, Fla and one of the project
administrators of OpenEMR, an open-source electronic medical records software.
With a background in IT and clinical experience at the bedside, Robert brings a
unique perspective to the project. Additionally, Robert currently works as a
Graduate Research Assistant at AdventHealth University studying the implications
of virtual reality in the preparation of healthcare professionals.

Karl Ginter, BS
40+ year career in various computing environments (software, network,
telecommunications, embedded computing systems, computer security and
cryptography, and medical devices). Areas of expertise include product
innovation, basic and applied research in technical areas, intellectual property
development, and business model development. Highlights include Chief Scientist
for a technical company from early stage that went public, running a consulting
practice of approximately 30 people, and being an inventor on many issued
patents (approximately 80 issued in the US so far). Mentor to numerous local
startups and I-Corps teams, focusing on business models and customer discovery.

Timothy Hagen
Timothy Hagen is Systems Redesign/Process Improvement Coordinator at the
Veterans Healthcare System of the Ozarks. Mr. Hagen brings over 17 years of
leadership experience in program planning, budget management, public
speaking, and project management. He is a Veteran of the Air Force Reserves,
Army National Guard, and Active Army. Mr. Hagen currently holds a bachelor’s
and Master’s in Business Administration from Southwest Baptist University and
plans to pursue his Doctor of Philosophy in Organizational Psychology at Grand
Canyon University.

Jaclyn Hostetter
Jacky works for AmeriCare Plus which is one of largest Personal Care Companies
in the State of Virginia. She has been with them since 2009 and currently
oversees the Lexington Agency. She shows a passion for helping others and
providing excellent quality care to the clients she is charged with caring for. In
addition to working in the Agency, she spearheads our partnerships with TRAID,
DARS, WWRC, as well as coordinating our Senior Design Projects with multiple
Engineering Colleges across the state. She also attends and a mentor at events
such as George Hacks across the state. Jacky is very active in her community and
sits on multiple committees charged with helping others in her community and
has a passion for innovation in Healthcare.
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David Lee, PhD
Professor David Lee has been teaching physics, materials analysis, and
biomedical engineering since obtaining his Ph.D. in Experimental Physics from
Ohio State University in 2002. He currently directs Biomedical Engineering
Capstone Courses and is developing lab and project-based activities throughout
the four-year undergraduate program. His interests include: developing project
and laboratory-based curriculum for educating undergraduate biomedical
engineers and developing assistive and adaptive devices for underserved
markets. He is also collaborating with Prof. Guillermo Gutierrez on a project
bringing personalized medicine to mechanical ventilator control via machine
learning and big-data analysis.

Asghar Mostafa
Mr. Asghar Mostafa is the President, CEO and Chairman of Rubriq Corporation.
Mr. Mostafa has founded several cutting-edge and financially successful
companies including Entourage Systems, Inc., which introduced the first dualdisplay e-reader and Tablet device, Vinci Systems, which designed interoperable
broadband Optical Network Terminals (ONTs) which was acquired by Tellabs for
$60 million in 2005, Advanced Switching Communications, Inc (ASC), which
helped to revolutionize global communications network architecture.

Sean Nolan has served as an intelligence analyst at the Central Intelligence
Agency for 20 years and is an adjunct professor at Georgetown University’s
School of Foreign Service/Center for Security Studies. Mr. Nolan is recognized as
an Intelligence Community expert in advanced quantitative analytic techniques
such as Bayesian mathematics, risk analysis, optimal search, novel attack
concepts, IED and CBRN weapons effects modeling, social network analysis, and
secret writing. He has acted as the President’s Daily Brief (PDB) briefer to the
Attorney General, FBI Director, and Secretary of Homeland Security, and served
in multiple war zone deployments.

Matthew Rowley

is an Innovation Specialist at the VA Pittsburgh

Healthcare System where he equips staff with knowledge of human centered
design methodologies to ensure systems are in place to foster and develop
innovative ideas at all levels of the VAMC.
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Indra Sandal, PhD / MS / MBA | Memphis VA Medical Center
As a VHA innovators network representative, my role includes leading an
innovation development program at the local and national levels and catalyzing
change through a human-centered design methodology that will guide
hospital-wide innovative projects’ development in order to design the best
possible experience for the 2.5K employees and over 200K veterans at the
Memphis VAMC.

Suzanne Shirley, MSW
Suzanne Shirley is an Innovation Specialist with a background in Clinical Social
Work, Healthcare Administration, and System Redesign at the McGuire
Veterans Affairs Medical Center in Richmond, Virginia. With experience in
process improvement and innovation, she works to empower and mentor
medical center employees in their path to providing innovative clinical care to
Veterans and improving the overall quality of care on both local and national
levels.

Can Suer, MS
Electrical Engineer with two Master's Degrees, focused on Electromagnetics
and Photonics. Member of the Applied Electromagnetics Lab of the GW.
Manufactured and measured different types of nano-structures (Cavities,
Waveguides, Ring Resonators etc.) in the clean room of the GWU. Trained to
use SEM, AFM, EBL, PVD and required procedures for wafer fabrication.
Authored & co-authored many papers and abstracts on Electromagnetic
Theory, Photonics, Light Matter Interaction, Transparent Conducting Oxides,
Antenna & Waveguide Design, Frequency Selective Surfaces, Imaging of Buried
Objects and Scattering Theory. Tutored more than 500 students over 5 years in
wide range of electrical engineering subjects from Electromagnetic Theory to
Digital Signal Processing.
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Rory Turner
Rory is one of the System Redesign Coordinators/Innovation Specialist for
the South Texas Veterans Health Care System in San vAntonio where she
oversees all Lean Six Sigma and Innovation projects. Before joining the
Innovation Network, she was an Inpatient Advocate where she assisted
Veterans and their families with concerns about the healthcare system. Prior
to joining South Texas, Ms. Turner served as Management Assistant at the
Captain James A. Lovell Federal Health Care Center in North Chicago, Illinois.

Shannon Verch, BSN
Shannon Verch, BSN, RN is an Innovation Specialist at Central Arkansas
Veterans Healthcare System (CAVHS) in Little Rock, Arkansas. She
transitioned to this role after eleven years as Emergency Department Charge
Nurse. Ms. Verch studied business at the University of Arkansas, then took a
twenty-year break to raise 5 children and open two successful business. She
decided in 2006 to pursue a career in nursing and has been with Veterans
Affairs since that time.

Carl Wick, PhD
is Professor Emeritus, U.S. Naval Academy. He is a Professional Lecturer in
the Biomedical Engineering Department at GWU. His specialties include
microcontrollers, hardware and software, automatic control systems, sensors
and communication systems.
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OUR VETERAN PARTNERS
Rob Jones, Veteran, U.S. Marine Corps
Quality of Life Plus
Rob Jones is a United States Marine and Paralympic athlete who
completed 31 consecutive marathons in 31 days. Jones lost both legs
above the knee in Afghanistan in 2010. In 2013-14, he biked nearly 5,200
miles across the United States in order to raise awareness for wounded
veterans.

Rosemary Salak, Veteran, U.S. Army
Quality of Life Plus
During her 23 year Army career, Rosemary Salak served at various levels in
the U.S., Europe, the Republic of Korea, and the Balkans. She holds a B.S.
from NCSU where she was the first woman commissioned by the NCSU
Reserve Officer Training Corps in the U.S. Army. Ms. Salak currently serves
with the Defense Security Service in Quantico, Virginia where she is
responsible for proactive programs designed to build a diverse and
inclusive workforce.

Barb Springer, PT, PhD
Quality of Life Plus

Phil Swinfield, Veteran
McGuire VA Medical Center

Lucile Lisle, CTRS
DC VA Medical Center

Maureen Normann, Veteran
DC VA Medical Center

Cathy Davis, Veteran
DC VA Medical Center
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GRADUATE MENTORS
Anthony Hennig (PhD)
John-Hanson Machado (PhD)
Rem Tolentino (Masters Student)
Anna Gams (PhD)
Frederick Zasadny (PhD)
Aneri Modi (Masters Student)
Ali Gerami Matin (PhD)
He Zhang (Masters Student)
Jerome Thompson (Masters Student)
Alok Tibrewala (Masters Student)
George Hardigg (Masters Student)
Yutong Chen (Masters Student)
Mohammad Shams (Masters Student)
Jaclyn Brennan (PhD)
Preethi Sangeetha Kathiresan (Masters Student)
Zhengyang Tang (Masters Student)
Jon Savage (Masters Student)
Baijun Xie (PhD)
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VIPS
THE GEORGE HACKS TEAM WOULD LIKE TO THANK THE FOLLOWING
PEOPLE FOR THEIR SUPPORT & DEDICATION.
DEAN DAVID DOLLING
IGOR EFIMOV, PHD
RODNEY LAKE
SANDRA LITTLE
SUZANNE SHIRLEY
BRYNN COLE
ANNAMARIA KONYA TANNON
LOIDA TAPIA
MICHAEL VEEDOCK
JACLYN HOSTETTER
EMILY HOSTETTER
SETH CAMPBELL
ALLISON BENNER
J'AIME DRAYTON
JOANNE WELSH
RAOUL GABIAM
DURRIYA JACKSON
DEANNAH MCLEOD
BUTHAINA SHUKRI
CAROLYNN LODGE
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OUR SPONSORS
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THANK YOU FOR YOUR
ATTENDANCE!
WE LOOK FORWARD TO
SEEING YOU NEXT YEAR!
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